AI-BASED CAMERA AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Overcam is an AI-based system which automates key camera positions of your sports productions allowing extra coverage at lower operational costs. Using robotized cameras and advanced machine learning techniques, the system performs a smart tracking of the game that goes beyond simple automation and delivers the high-quality shots that viewers expect.

CORE BENEFITS

1. **RICH AND HIGH-QUALITY STORYTELLING**
   
   Overcam gives broadcasters more shots to work with, even when faced with budget constraints or when the right skill set is not available. And because the system is designed to mimic the movement of human operators, this ensures a natural-looking framing of the action from all camera positions.

2. **SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH LIVE TOOLS**
   
   Thanks to its real-time processing, Overcam can be used within traditional broadcast productions, for an ideal combination of both autonomous and human-operated cameras.

3. **MINIMIZED FOOTPRINT**
   
   The small footprint of the robotized cameras means you avoid having to ‘kill’ seats that are required by broadcasters and can position them in constrained locations to capture additional and more unique viewpoints.

KEY FEATURES

- Supported sport: football (soccer)
- Camera positions: Hi-Central, Offside-Left, Offside-Right, Hi-Tactical
- Automatic calibration for quick deployment
- 8 configurable presets positions per camera